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the notebook 2004 rotten tomatoes - critic reviews for the notebook this is a movie that isn t ashamed to wring each
teardrop by any means necessary our resistance is broken down and the hankies are out june 25 2004 rating 3 5 full review
sure the notebook s story of first love tends toward the histrionic and self important, the notebook movie review film
summary 2004 roger - the notebook it is his custom every day to read to her from a notebook that tells the story of how
they met and fell in love and faced obstacles to their happiness sometimes he says if only for a few minutes the clouds part
and she is able to remember who he is and who the story is about, the notebook 2004 reviews metacritic - the notebook
is the definition of adoration and love between two vastly beautiful romance is the finest miracle life has to offer human
beings with the uncontrollable desire to love a solemate brings us that motivating force to wake up every morning and
appreciate our time in life, the notebook 2004 the notebook 2004 user reviews - the notebook is a beautiful and sensitive
romance with a love story that is not shallow and makes you think of how fast time goes by the screenplay and lines are
wonderful and the director nick cassavetes succeeds in making a movie that makes you feel different emotions from
heartwarming to heartbreaking feelings, the notebook movie review reviews age ratings - in the notebook the details and
dialog are a bit clumsy but in the end romantics won t care also it s hard to believe in allie s feelings for noah or lon partly
because none of them ever come alive as characters, the notebook movie review plugged in - her mind is riddled by
alzheimer s disease but as the man reads from the handwritten pages of a worn notebook science is defied and her memory
is sparked by the timeless story of their love the chronicle he reads begins one summer in 1930s north carolina, film review
when love is madness and life a straitjacket - the notebook is a high toned cinematic greeting card it insists on true
mystical eternal love till death do us part and won t have it any other way the notebook is rated pg 13, the notebook the
notebook 1 by nicholas sparks - the notebook by nicholas sparks is a story about two teenagers from opposite sides of
the track who meet one fateful summer and fall in love for a lifetime this novel was engaging and steady paced i was able to
read it in one sitting as i was drawn into the lives of noah and allie, laptop reviews 2018 buying guide and top picks - our
laptop reviews and buying guides are here to help you find the best laptop for your needs and your budget best laptops
laptop brand ratings laptop buying guide longest lasting laptops, critic reviews for the notebook 2004 metacritic - the
notebook is meant to be a romantic weepy and you will shed tears but only from the consistent and exhausting effort of
trying to control your gag reflex even a body that welcomes a sugar fix will repel a sugar invasion read full review
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